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Renal medicine clinic provides care for those patients with various phases of kidney
disease and multiple comorbidities such as diabetes and ischemic heart disease. Patients
with chronic kidney disease may suffer from acute derangements in laboratory indicators
without any overt symptoms until late stages. Early detection of such derangements is vital
for initiating timely intervention.
CGH has a hospital-wide protocol to ensure that critical results are communicated urgently
in order to provide appropriate treatment. However, other abnormal results outside of the
reference range are not flagged through the critical results notification system. However,
patients with non-critical abnormal results may still benefit from earlier intervention and
correction to reduce the chances of the condition becoming critical. We term these results
as “semi-critical results”. We have found that most semi-critical results are related to
abnormalities with haemoglobin, serum potassium and serum creatinine.
To avoid long waiting times, or to coincide with other appointments, patients are
frequently scheduled for tests at the Renal Medicine Clinic up to a month before the
appointment with the renal physician. The renal physician would not be aware if their
patients turn up for the tests. While there is a hospital electronic system for all doctors to
acknowledge the results, it may take a few days to weeks for the results to be
acknowledged. Often, the acknowledgement of results also takes place after office hours.
Laboratory tests are also often ordered by doctors from other disciplines (for example,
after discharge from the wards) and the results acknowledgement system can only send
results to the ordering doctor.
Aims:
The objective of this project is to:
1. Shorten time from reporting of the semi-critical results to a decision on action required
2. Evaluate the frequency in which semi-critical results require urgent actions
3. Evaluate our current practices on identifying semi-critical results

Clinic nurse is aware when patient has been done laboratory tests. Therefore, to
identify semi-critical results would be through the clinic nurse.
1. A Semi-critical screening guideline (Fig.A) was designed by renal consultant for
nurses to use as a screening tool.
* Eligible criterial: Patients who are doing laboratory test 1 week up to 1 month prior

consultation.
* Ineligible criterial: Patients who are doing laboratory test at the same date of

consultation.
* Tracing category: Haemoglobin, Serum Potassium and Serum Creatinine

A Semi-critical screening guideline

2. Nurses will then trace the laboratory results via Citrix (Fig.B)

3. Semi-critical results will be highlighted to Dr. for earlier action
Common actions:
1) Send patient to A&E
2) Stat admission
3) Prescribe medication
4) Bring forward Dr’s appointment
5) Repeat Laboratory tests on the following appointment date

4. Documentation will be done by nurses once action is completed
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1. Average Time to Dr’s action on semi-critical results with screening alert (Talert) v.s. 
Average Time to Dr’s acknowledgement of results routinely (Tack) 
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Difference: 
85.1 hours!

2. Compared  to the same patient ,Time to Dr’s action on semi-critical results with 
screening alert (Talert) v.s. Time to Dr’s acknowledgement of results routinely 
(Tack) 
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3. Evaluate the frequency in which semi-critical results require urgent actions:  
Actions Semi-C %

12 % 12 %

52 %

20 %

4%

A&E Stat Admission Prescribed medications Change TCU  Keep TCU

Action 

The implementation of Nursing-led protocol to trace semi-critical results and
provide screening alerts has significantly shortened time from reporting to a
decision on action. It enhanced patient’s safety and reduced the chances of the
condition becoming critical.
The challenge is that this requires more time and manpower for nurses to trace
results, report to doctors and communicate with patients. Moving forward, it is
proposed that our protocol can be integrated with laboratory systems to provide
automatic alerts and direct to the correct doctor to acknowledge and act on the
semi-critical results within predefined time.

Nursing-led Protocol to Identify Semi-critical
Results for Earlier Intervention and Reduce
Risk of Critical Conditions


